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Abstract
The all-terminal reliability and K-terminal reliability of networks are often considered as sep-
arate problems. We use the partition lattice of the vertex set of an undirected graph to show
that these reliability measures are closely related. As an application of the presented approach,
a formula for the K-terminal reliability polynomial of the complete graph and Buzacott’s node
partition formula are derived. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A common model in network reliability is an undirected graph G in which the edges
fail independently with known probability. The vertices are assumed to be perfectly
reliable. One of the reliability measures is the probability R(G;K) that all vertices be-
longing to a specied set K are connected with each other by paths of operating edges.
The special case where K includes all vertices of G is called all-terminal reliability
R(G). If all edges of G fail with identical probability q then R(G) is a polynomial in
q which can be obtained by an evaluation of the Tutte polynomial of G.
The problem of connectedness in graphs is naturally related to partitions of the vertex
set of the graph. There are interesting observations about applications of partitions to
obtain splitting formulae for R(G) and R(G;K) [6,1], to the reduction of terms resulting
from cut sets [2], and to nd bounds for reliability measures [7].
In this paper we will show how the partition lattice of the vertex set can be em-
ployed to dene new reliability measures which permit a more general approach to
connectedness in graphs. We use the incidence algebra of the partition lattice to show
that the all-terminal reliability and K-terminal reliability are closely related. As an ap-
plication of the presented approach we derive an explicit formula for the reliability
polynomial of the complete graph as a sum ranging over integer partitions.
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2. The partition reliability
Let G=(V; E) be an undirected nite graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G).
If there is no danger of confusion we also write V and E instead of V (G) and E(G),
respectively. The vertices u and v of an edge e = fu; vg are called the end vertices
of e. Let EW E be the set of all edges which have both end vertices in W V . A
vertex set W V (G) induces a subgraph G[W ] = (W;EW ) of G. The vertices of G
are assumed to be perfectly reliable whereas the edges may fail independently of each
other with given probability qe = 1− pe for each e2E. A partition of the vertex set
V (G) is a family of nonempty subsets V1; V2; : : : ; Vk V which satisfy
i 6= j ) Vi \ Vj = ; and
k[
i=1
Vi = V:
The subsets V1; V2; : : : ; Vk of a partition =V1jV2j    jVk are called the blocks of . We
write Vi 2  if Vi is a block of . The notation jj is used for the number of blocks
of . Let P(V ) be the set of all partitions of V . A partition 2P(V ) is a renement
of 2P(V ) i each block of  is a subset of a block of . We dene a partial order
in P(V ) by setting 6 i  renes . Note that the order of partitions is dened
dually in many textbooks on combinatorics. The greatest and least element of P(V ) is
denoted by 0^ and 1^, respectively. Thus the partition 0^ consists of exactly one block
namely the vertex set V itself. The set P(V ) together with the partial order dened by
renement forms a lattice { the (dual) partition lattice of V . The partition reliability
R(G; ) is the probability that all vertices which belong to one and the same block of
 are contained in one and the same connected component of G. In this case there
exists a path within G between any two vertices which belong to one block of . The
special case
R(G) = R(G; 0^)
is called the all-terminal reliability of G. This is the probability that there exists a path
between any two vertices of G. The partition probability P(G; ) is the probability
that G induces the partition 2P(V ) by its connected components. Let E(G; ) be the
set of all edges which link dierent blocks of . We obtain
P(G; ) =
Y
e2E(G;)
qe
Y
W2
R(G[W ]): (2.1)
Now we can express the partition reliability in terms of partition probabilities:
R(G; ) =
X
6
P(G; ): (2.2)
We can simply sum up the probabilities P(G; ) because the corresponding random
events are disjoint. A third kind of reliability measure is obtained if we consider the
probability Q(G; ) that the blocks of a given partition 2P(V ) are separated from
each other. This is just the case if all edges connecting dierent blocks of  fail.
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Thus
Q(G; ) =
X
>
P(G; ) =
Y
e2E(G;)
qe: (2.3)
The following incidence functions are of special interest in the incidence algebra of
the partition lattice P(V ). The Kronecker delta and the zeta function are dened as
follows:
(; ) = 1 if = ;
(; ) = 0 if  6= ;
(; ) = 1 if 6;
(; ) = 0 if 
 :
The Mobius function  is the inverse of the zeta function (w.r.t. convolution)
  = 
There are two representations known for the Mobius function of the partition lattice.
The rst one is a recursive formula which can be directly obtained from the denition
of the Mobius function
(; ) = 1 if = ;
(; ) =−
X
<6
(; ) if <;
(; ) = 0 if 
 :
Another formula which holds only in the partition lattice requires more eort for its
proof (cf. [5]):
(; ) = (−1)jj−jj
jjX
i=1
((i − 1)!)ri : (2.4)
Here ri denotes the number of blocks of  which are the union of exactly i blocks of .
Using the zeta function we can rewrite Eq. (2.2):
R(G; ) =
X
2P(V )
(; )P(G; ): (2.5)
By a simple inversion we obtain
P(G; ) =
X
2P(V )
(; )R(G; ): (2.6)
3. Relations between dierent reliability measures
The K-terminal reliability R(G;K) is the probability that all vertices of K V belong
to one and the same connected component of G = (V; E). A K-tree or Steiner tree
of G is a tree which contains all vertices of K (the so-called terminal vertices) and
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deg(v)=1 implies v2K . Thus the K-terminal reliability of G is the probability that G
contains at least one K-tree. The K-terminal reliability is a special case of the partition
reliability. Let (K)2P(V ) be the partition K=fg=fg=    =fg formed by K and jV nK j
one-element blocks. Then
R(G;K) = R(G; (K)):
In the case of K = V we obtain
R(G):=R(G; V ) = R(G; 0^):
The probability R(G) is called the all-terminal reliability or connectedness probability
of G. The all-terminal reliability is the probability that there exists at least one spanning
tree in G or, equivalently, the probability that G is connected.
Now let W V be a specied subset of the vertex set of G. The merging of all
vertices of W results in a new graph GW with jV j − jW j + 1 vertices. Let G be
the graph resulting from G by merging all blocks of . In some cases G may be
connected even if G is disconnected. The inmum  ^  of two partitions ; 2P(V )
is the greatest partition 2P(V ) with 6 and 6. For example, the inmum of
12=3=4 and 23=1=4 is 123=4. The inmum of  and  can be constructed by the union
of all blocks of  and  which have a nonempty intersection. Let a be a function
dened on P(V ) P(V ) by
a(; ) = 1 if  ^  = 0^;
a(; ) = 0 else:
From the explicit construction of the inmum of two partitions we obtain a criterion
for the connectivity of G. Let 2P(V ) be the partition induced by the components
of G. Then G is connected i a(; ) = 1. It follows (cf. [1, Theorem 1]) that the
all-terminal reliability of G is the sum
R(G) =
X
2P(V )
a(; )P(G; ): (3.1)
The probabilities P(G; ) can be replaced by Eq. (2.6). We obtain
R(G) =
X
2P(V )
X
2P(V )
a(; )(; )R(G; ): (3.2)
It has been proved by Doubilet [4] that the function a is always invertible within the
incidence algebra on P(V ). The explicit representation of a−1 is
a−1(; ) =
X
2P(V )
(; )(; )
(0^; )
:
Thus we can solve Eq. (3.1) for P(G; ):
P(G; ) =
X
2P(V )
a−1(; )R(G): (3.3)
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The substitution of P(G; ) in Eq. (2.5) by the sum (3.3) yields
R(G; ) =
X
2P(V )
X
2P(V )
(; )a−1(; )R(G): (3.4)
Eq. (3.4) oers a possibility to nd an expression which combines the K-terminal
reliability and the all-terminal reliability of a graph.
Theorem 3.1. Let K V and = (K). Then
R(G;K) =
X
2P(V )
X
2P(V )
(; (K))a−1(; )R(G): (3.5)
This formula permits the computation of the K-terminal reliability R(G;K) by the
evaluation of a sum of all-terminal reliabilities of graphs G; 2P(V ). Another ap-
proach to a relation between these two reliability measures is the direct evaluation of
Eq. (2.5). The combination of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.1) yields
R(G; ) =
X
6
Y
e2E(G;)
qe
Y
W2
R(G[W ]): (3.6)
Let = (K) for a specied subset K V; jK j>2. Then all partitions 6 contain a
block X which is a superset of K . Now consider the subsets of partitions
PX :=f2P(V ) jX 2 g:
If X K then all these subsets are pairwise disjoint. Let E(X ) be the set of those
edges of G which have one end vertex in X V and the other end vertex in V n X .
Then the probability that G induces a partition of PX is
R(G[X ])
Y
e2E(X )
qe =
X
2PX
Y
e2E(G;)
qe
Y
W2
R(G[W ]):
Consequently, we obtain from Eq. (3.6)
R(G;K) =
X
X K
R(G[X ])
Y
e2E(X )
qe: (3.7)
From Eq. (2.3) we obtain by Mobius inversion
P(G; ) =
X
2P(V )
(; )Q(G; )
=
X
2P(V )
(; )
Y
e2E(G;)
qe: (3.8)
The substitution of P(G; ) in Eq. (2.5) yields the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2.
R(G; ) =
X
6
X
2P(V )
(; )
Y
e2E(G;)
qe:
We obtain for the all-terminal reliability
R(G) = P(G; 0^)
=
X
2P(V )
(0^; )
Y
e2E(G;)
qe:
The values of the Mobius function are easily obtained by Eq. (2.4). As a consequence
of Theorem 3.2 we nd an explicit expression for the all-terminal reliability.
Corollary 3.3.
R(G) =
X
2P(V )
(−1)jj+1(jj − 1)!
Y
e2E(G;)
qe: (3.9)
This is just the node partition formula which was rst presented by Buzacott and
Chang [2].
4. The complete graph
We assume in the following that all edges of the graph G operate with the identical
probability pe=p. We dene for short q=1−p and rn=R(Kn) where Kn denotes the
complete graph with n vertices. The recurrence relation for the all-terminal reliability
of the complete graph can be proved by xing one vertex of Kn and classication of
the connected components containing this vertex:
rn = 1−
n−1X
k=1

n− 1
k − 1

qk(n−k)rk ;
r1 = 1: (4.1)
A proof of Eq. (4.1) can be found in [3]. Eq. (4.1) permits a simple and fast compu-
tation of the reliability polynomials for complete graphs. We obtain by expanding the
sum (4.1)
rn = 1−
n−1X
k=1

n− 1
k − 1

qnk−k
2
+
n−1X
k=1
k−1X
j=1

n− 1
k − 1

k − 1
j − 1

qnk−k
2+kj−j2
= 1−
n−1X
k=1

n− 1
k − 1

qnk−k
2
+
n−1X
k=1
k−1X
j=1

n− 1
n− k; k − j; j − 1

qnk+kj−k
2−j2
−
n−1X
k=1
k−1X
j=1
j−1X
i=1

n− 1
n− k; k − j; j − i; i − 1

qnk+kj+ji−k
2−j2−i2 +−    :
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A closer representation of this sum is possible by setting 1 =n− k; 2 = k− j; : : : Thus
rn =
nX
s=1
(−1)s+1
X
1++s=n
1 ;:::;s>0

n
1; : : : ; s

1
n
qa2(): (4.2)
Here a2() denotes the elementary symmetric function
a2() =
X
16i<j6s
ij =
1
2
 
n2 −
sX
i=1
2i
!
;  ‘ n: (4.3)
The sum in Eq. (4.2) is taken over all compositions (ordered partitions) of n. In order
to simplify the representation of multinomial coecients, we use in the following the
abbreviation  = 1; : : : ; s for a sequence of numbers. The notation  j= n means that
 is a composition of n. Let jj be the number of parts (of summands) of . Now we
can write
rn =
1
n
X
j=n
(−1)jj+1

n


1qa2():
The multinomial coecient as well as the symmetric polynomial do not depend on the
order of the terms in . It is consequently sucient to take a sum over all partitions
rather than compositions of n. We write  ‘ n to denote that  is a partition of n. The
notation =(1k12k2    nkn) indicates that the partition  has exactly ki parts equal to i.
By counting the number of dierent compositions which corresponds to one partition
and which have the same rst part i, we obtain
rn =
1
n
X
‘n
(−1)jj+1

n

 jjX
i=1
i
ki
(jj − 1)!
(ki − 1)!
Qn
j=1
j 6=i
kj!
qa2()
=
1
n
X
‘n
(−1)jj+1

n

 nX
i=1
iki
ki
(jj − 1)!
(ki − 1)!
Qn
j=1
j 6=i
kj!
qa2():
The second sum can be expressed in a closed form.
Corollary 4.1.
rn =
X
‘n
(−1)jj+1

n

 jj
k

1
jjq
a2(): (4.4)
This representation of rn is an \almost" explicit representation of the reliability poly-
nomial of Kn. It would be an explicit representation if we could conclude a2() 6=
a2() for arbitrary chosen partitions  6=  of n. However, the number of parti-
tions p(n) is slightly faster increasing then the number a(n) of dierent values of a2.
Table 1 shows the rst values. The number a(n) corresponds to the number of terms
of the reliability polynomial.
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Table 1
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
a(n) 1 2 3 5 7 9 13 18 21 27 34 39 46 54 61
p(n) 1 2 3 5 7 11 15 22 30 42 56 77 101 135 176
Eq. (4.4) permits some combinatorial conclusions. If q= 1 then we haveX
‘n
(−1)jj

n

 jj
k

1
jj = 0:
Even more interesting is the value q= 12 . In this case each subgraph of Kn is realized
with the same probability
1
2(
n
2 )
:
Consequently, we obtain the number cn of connected (labeled) graphs with n vertices
cn = 2(
n
2 )
X
‘n
(−1)jj+1

n

 jj
k

1
jj2a2() :
Now we apply the result (4.4) together with Eq. (3.7) to nd an easy procedure for the
calculation of the K-terminal reliability of Kn. Let r(n; k)=R(Kn; K) be the K-terminal
reliability of the complete graph Kn with k terminal vertices (jK j = k). This notation
is justied by the assumption that all edges fail with the same probability. Thus the
K-terminal reliability of Kn depends only on the cardinality of the set K . There are
exactly

n−k
j−k

dierent subgraphs of Kn which contain all the k terminal vertices.
Consequently, we obtain from Eq. (3.7)
r(n; k) =
nX
j=2

n− k
j − k

rjq j(n−j): (4.5)
Another kind of recursion formula for the all-terminal reliability of Kn can be obtained
from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). Since the partition reliability satises R(G; 1^) = 1, we haveX
2P(V )
Y
e2E(G;)
(1− pe)
Y
W2
R(G[W ]) = 1: (4.6)
If G is the complete graph Kn with identical edge failure probabilities, then the rst
product in Eq. (4.6) becomes a power qa2(). The exponent of this power is again the
symmetric polynomial
a2() =
X
Wi; Wj2
jWijjWjj: (4.7)
Sum (4.7) gives the number of edges connecting dierent components corresponding
to the blocks of  in Kn. We obtainX
2P(V )
qa2()
Y
W2
rjW j = 1: (4.8)
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A closer look at this sum shows, that the terms does not depend on the elements
belonging to the blocks of the partition . Thus we should take a sum ranging over
integer partitions rather then set partitions. For that purpose, we need the number of
set partitions of a given type. The type of a set partition is the sequence of its block
sizes which forms indeed an integer partition of n = jV j. By a simple combinatorial
argument we obtain for the number h() of set partitions of type = (1; 2; : : : ; s) =
(1k12k2    nkn):
h() =

n
1; : : : ; s

1
k1!k2!    kn! : (4.9)
Here 1; : : : ; s are the parts of the partition = (1; : : : ; s). Thus, we have
sX
i=1
i =
nX
i=1
i ki = n:
Sum (4.8) taken over all partitions of n gives
X
‘n

n


1
k1!k2!    kn!q
a2()
jjY
i=1
ri = 1: (4.10)
This formula is more of theoretical interest since the computation of rn is easily done
by Eq. (4.1).
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